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culturally, geographically,
and socially? What is it
that the industry wants
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Executive Summary
During the last three months, 29 interviews were
conducted with 32 participants from Industry,
Designers/Brands and Manufacturers by amme.
The objective of this body of work is to explore the
issues surrounding local fashion manufacturing and
to canvas industry led solutions.
Designed to provide a fresh outside perspective looking
in – it listens to the critical wisdom of the voices in the
clothing and textiles industry, and highlights a roadmap
to consider in order to pave a pathway going forward
for the sector.
In speaking with such a diverse group of people, we
discovered that in order to have a thriving Victorian
fashion manufacturing industry we need to build a
Victorian led national collaborative framework to
address the economic, social, environmental and
political factors that have negatively shaped the clothing
and textile industry during the last few decades.
The interview process unearthed that the clothing and
textiles industry sits at the heart of broader economic
and political challenges being faced by Australia.
This includes: Employment; Education; Technology
and Innovation; Supply Chains; Sovereign Capacity;
Agriculture; and Manufacturing.
Our pathway to recovery and linking areas of focus
together demands a cohesive and three-pronged
approach where change is required by industry,
designers/brands, manufacturers and consumers.

The bigger picture next steps demand a growth
mindset that includes:
•

Forging a long term commitment from
Government during the next 10 years for the
Textile, Clothing and Footwear (TCF) industry.

•

Tri-sector approach to investment via Government,
corporate and philanthropists/investors.

•

Cash investment into a 10 year plan that
builds upon what we do well.

•

Alignment with agricultural innovation, advanced
manufacturing and a circular economy approach.

•

Dedicated Government commitment
to procurement.

•

Big brand commitment to a percentage
of manufacturing onshore.

•

Media support and consumer awareness
for all of the above.

While this scope of work does not provide all the
answers, it serves as a compass from which to
understand all the different perspectives and guide
industry conversations. The recommendations reveal
further areas to explore and provides a deeper
understanding of the enablers and opportunities for
a more circular system within the creative ecosystem
in Victoria, Australia.

1. Industry: We recommend the unification of a
Dream Team to develop a roadmap for a thriving
circular economy.
2. Designers/brands and manufacturers: With a long
term commitment and a collaborative approach,
let’s build responsible production operations that
considers lifecycle thinking and transparency.
3. Consumers: We need to educate consumers and
inspire them to engage and ‘consume’ textiles in
a more meaningful, satisfying and sustainable way.
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Research Methodology
This research was born in response to the COVID-19
pandemic and lockdown in Melbourne in 2020.
A strategist in the fashion industry, Alida Milani,
leads amme which works with brands and business
to develop strategies with circular economy ideals
moving towards a more sustainable industry. She
joined forces with Sanna Conquest and Clare Miles
from Conquest Ink to explore new and dynamic ways
the fashion industry can pivot in a way that helps
people and planet flourish.
Given the rich history and complexity of the local
fashion industry, the team agreed that the answers
to current problems are bound to lie within. They
created the time and space to conduct 29 interviews
with 32 participants with insights and experience in
the fashion industry. This included designers/brands,
manufacturers and industry leaders.

Facilitators and authors
Alida Milani, Director, amme
Working with designers, brands and retail centres,
Alida builds community and strengthens relationships
through experiences and values-based marketing
initiatives, most recently understanding circular
economy ideals and what it takes to build more
sustainable businesses.
Clare Miles, Brand Strategist, Conquest Ink
Clare is an insight and brand specialist with a
background in research and strategic brand
development. Clare shares an intense interest in
responsible, transparent, and sustainable supply
chain fashion initiatives.

Funding
In June 2020, Creative Victoria provided a $10,000
grant for the following scope of works.
Project:
Sustaining Creative Workers
Title:
Encouraging creativity with onshoring
Description:
This project supports Alida Milani of amme to research
and create a report highlighting the depth and breadth
of the local Victorian fashion manufacturing industry to
encourage creativity, collaboration and onshoring.
Let’s shine a spotlight on fashion design manufacturing
in Victoria and how this is manifesting itself in response
to COVID-19 with shifts in consumer support towards
more local and sustainable manufacturing. There is
a burgeoning need and a ripe opportunity to better
understand the local manufacturing landscape, and in
turn the creative design opportunities for the broader
fashion design community, with a focus on Victoria.
The project will involve the development of a report in
collaboration with industry designers and organisations
including and not limited to Ethical Clothing Australia,
Australian Fashion Council and Kangan Institute’s
Sustainability Hub.
The report will be shared on amme’s website and will
be presented at the upcoming Melbourne Fashion
Week on 25 November at 11am.

Sanna Conquest, Director, Conquest Ink
Sanna helps people, brands and industries create and
share their best story. She fosters big picture thinking
and big-hearted stories. Sanna shares 25 years’
experience in design thinking, strategic marketing
and public relations both locally and globally and is
focused on making the world a better place through
the power of storytelling.
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Research Methodology
A series of in-depth qualitative interviews (29) with
32 participants were conducted and were 1 hour
in duration. The responses have been collectively
reported anonymously to ensure interviewees were
comfortable speaking freely about the subject.
We are very grateful for the support we have received
in producing this report. Special thanks go to Robert
Buckingham and Peter Allan for their support and to
the industry experts who provided invaluable insights.

Interviewee participants

Designers/Brands
15. Mel Clements, Designer, Le Stripe
16. Gwendolynne Burkin, Designer, Director, 		
Pattern Maker, Seamstress, Gwendolynne
17. Courtney Holm, Founder, A.BCH
18. Alex Cleary, Director, Alpha 60
19. Jade Sarita Arnott, Designer, Arnsdorf
20. Margaret Porritt, Creative Director &
Co-Founder, Feathers
21. Marnie Goding, Designer & Co-Founder, Elk

Industry

22. Amanda McCabe Phillips, COO, Elk

1.

Leila Naja Hibri, CEO, Australian Fashion Council

23. Elle Roseby, CEO, Country Road

2.

Jenny Kruschel, National Secretary, & Beth
McPherson, Divisional Senior Vice President,
Victorian District TCF Assistant Secretary and
TCF Sector National Compliance Officer,
Manufacturing Division TCF, CFMEU

Manufacturers

Susan Renouf, Strategic Management Consultant,
Susan Renouf & Associates

27. John Condilis, Chair/Co-Founder, Nobody Denim

4.

Robyn Healy, Dean,
School of Fashion and Textiles, RMIT

29. Rob Law, Director and Rio Christyanto, Production
Manager, Humphrey Law

5.

Karen Webster, Dean & Principal, LCI Melbourne

6.

Vicki Nicola, Sustainability Founder & Lead
Educator, Kangan Institute

7.

Glen Rollason, Co-Founder, RB Patterns,
Patternmaker

8.

Fiona Scanlan

9.

Christine Metcalfe & Jenny Layton

3.

10. Thea Speechley, Founder & CEO, Raw Assembly
11. Dr Clara Vuletich, Sustainability Strategist,
Clara Vuletich Consulting
12. Meriel Chamberlin, Founder and Creator,
Full Circle Fibres
13. Anonymous Industry Representative
14. Anonymous Industry Representative

24. Luka Rey, Production Manager, The Social Studio
25. Aki Economou, Director, Vangaki
26. Anna-Louise Howard, Founder, Farm to Hanger
28. Louise Lorkin, Director, Albion St

Please refer to the research invitation in Appendix A.
Interviewees were given the opportunity to review the
report prior to it being made public and have been
given the option to withdraw their names. To date,
nobody has withdrawn their involvement due to the
solutions-oriented approach to the report.
Given the qualitative research and summary approach,
the participation of interviewees and authors does not
necessarily imply endorsement of the report’s contents
or conclusions.
At the time of writing, we are mindful work is currently
underway at a Federal and State level with key industry
bodies and experts, and we welcome the opportunity
that this independent research may contribute to these
broader conversations addressing necessary and more
positive change.
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“Everyone needs to
take small steps, from the
ground up towards a unified
vision of balanced design,
manufacturing, supply
and demand.”
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SECTION 1

What is the problem we
are trying to solve for the
fashion manufacturing industry?
Acknowledgement is the first step
to positive change.

It is fragmented due to a tumultuous
and political past.

The Australian fashion manufacturing industry is
fragmented and siloed. This research unearthed
a painful past, a largely decimated and struggling
industry where it appears people are reluctant to talk
to each other and a predominantly siloed mindset and
approach prevails.

Consequently, there is little trust in the industry, nor
in each other and what is left is heavily guarded by
designers, shaped by varying attitudes towards the
unions, differing interpretations of workers’ rights, a
peppering of underground manufacturing, offshoring
as the only option for many, and an unsustainable
approach to fashion and business.

“It’s a sad situation here in Australia because
local manufacturing has almost died”
“There isn’t much manufacturing left here”

“I purposely downsized and became a
couture label as I was concerned about the
implications if I outsourced, so it really
handicapped the potential of my business.
I had to pivot, it was essential to my survival”

“It was a horrible disappearing act”
“The industry doesn’t work as a collective”
“The industry handicapped the potential
of my business. It had so much potential,
but I was not supported by the industry”
“There is no opportunity at this stage
to incorporate local manufacturing”
“We have lost sight of what is
important in fashion”

“We had two factories we worked with here. They
were very skilled. When the change in laws happened,
it put them out of reach for us. It didn’t work for them
and it didn’t work for us. So we went off shore”
“I need to guard my IP, my people. It’s at the
core of my brand and I’m concerned I won’t get
my garments on time if I share my makers.
They are such beautiful people. We support
each other. We have a strong relationship”
“We are hanging in by a thread, just. The
Government does not support TCF in Australia
because of tariff debate. Other industries have
benefited from low tariffs, but not this industry”
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SECTION 1

COVID-19 has further highlighted the
unsustainable nature of the industry on a
global scale. COVID-19 has fast tracked
potential implosion of the industry and it
has exposed the weakest of links.

“COVID has killed the fashion industry as
we knew it, and maybe that’s not a bad thing,
it’s causing a much-needed reset”
“The industry wasn’t organised, systemised,
professional. I just don’t trust it because
I was burnt before. The industry was pretty broken,
before COVID and now with COVID,
it’s even more broken”

“While some brands are wanting to bring
some things onshore, we’re looking at
expanding our supply chain so our eggs
are not all in the one basket”
“I need to diversify my collections and product…
I am scared of doing all this…there is a lack of
professionalism and trust in the making industry
here now. There is no respect for it and it has
been too badly bruised.”

“We have been over catered for and there is over
supply. Too much waste. COVID has made us
more aware of this even though we have always
known it, we closed our eyes to it”

“COVID has highlighted the deficiencies
of what we were doing”

“COVID is giving us the opportunity
to change our mind-set, less is more,
quality over quantity”

“COVID crippled sales for 6 months but the true
fall out won’t be known until after Christmas and
into next year as to whether consumer confidence
returns and businesses can continue to grow
and regather momentum”

“With the COVID crisis effecting offshore
manufacturing, we have had to become strongly
reliant on local production. This influx of work
for our local producers has really put them
under enormous strain and they’re struggling
to keep up with demand”
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SECTION 1

The industry is made up of thousands
of talented, professional and dedicated
workers who want to see and make it work.

The good news is that local
manufacturing is not dead just yet.

Many thought leaders in the sector believe that with
prompt attention it can be salvaged and reinvented to
thrive. COVID-19 and the current international climate
provide a unique opportunity for a reset.

The primary reason Government needs to be
interested in triaging this industry is the clear potential
for a thriving industry that would have positive impacts
on the social and economic fabric of our society.
Moving forward there must be a more cohesive and
collaborative approach.

“Existing design businesses are small and
so precious. They need to be a focal point…
we are in danger of losing them”

“Provenance and ethics are more and more
important every day for designers,
manufacturers and consumers”

“It’s the silver lining – we are all looking
at our behaviour, looking inwards. It shows
how connected we all really are and that
we cannot be so reliant on overseas”

“It is way easier to get it made
offshore, but I am proud of making
in Australia, I love what I do”

“We would be naive to think it is all about
onshore. It’s not, it’s about a balance of the two”
“The pandemic is forcing us to look at alternatives
and I believe that this will be a broad position of
the industry as a whole – not only in Australia”

“It’s a labour of love to make here
but I wouldn’t do it any other way.
It’s human, meaningful, but its bloody
hard to make good money”
“The fashion industry is more than a creative
industry, it’s science, technology, and manufacturing.
Fashion equals enterprise, and design and capability.
There needs to be an awareness of this”
“Local manufacturing has been a part of
our brands essence from the very beginning,
for as long as we have makers here,
we will produce locally”
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SECTION 1

The most consistent comments
summarising the state of the
fashion industry include:

“It needs infrastructure, investment, research,
employment, innovative pattern making
brought back to our shores”

• Too fragmented and lacks collaboration,
trust and transparency

“Even executives can’t bring about the disruption or
change that is needed, we are too stuck in our ways”

• COVID-19 and China has made a bad
situation worse
• There is a need to address sustainability,
transparency and responsibility
• Current lack of understanding of a circular economy
• Garment making skills are dying and there
is little incentive to learn skills
• It costs 3-4 times more to make locally
• Offshoring is the best option when a country
has a particular skill you can’t get here
• Some designers and brands don’t wholesale
as the figures don’t work
• There is much passion and micro plans but
no macro plan
• Needs a mass growth mindset on behalf
of all industry players to fix it
• The problems are many and too complex
tofix individually
• It can’t continue as is – young employees of brands
can see changes are needed but decision makers
and executives cannot due to old paradigm.

“Many consumers prefer to buy local, but they
would not pay more for it. It has become more
expensive to produce in China, but as a vertical
business we can manage that. I have no idea
about fabric sourcing but this isn’t about local.
Local is about employment which is not viable
in this current climate”
“It’s a bit of an old school mentality here where
you’ve got to know someone or someone’s got to give
you a recommendation. It’s kind of off the grid”
“It’s much deeper than cost. We can’t compete
on labour - costs are too high to compete with
China, Vietnam, India or Sri Lanka. There is a
lack of innovation and technology to compete
which causes a lack of efficiency and a skill set
shortage here. This stands in the way of success”
“Companies in Bangladesh buy the same
labour saving machinery we do but have
an advantage in labour costs, manufacturing costs,
and Government subsidies”
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SECTION 1

While our intention was to explore the local
fashion making industry, we fast recognised
that the issues extend far beyond fashion.

Education

Local
Manufacturing

Employment
Clothing
and Textile
Industry

While this fact adds complexity to the problem, it
also highlights an opportunity for change that can
potentially improve the lives of thousands while also
positively impacting every person who is interested in
purchasing an Australian garment to wear.
The following was raised in relation to the clothing
and textiles industry:

Technology
and
Innovation

Supply
Chains

Agriculture

For the past three decades, there has been a failure
to recognise the rich benefits of a thriving local
clothing and textiles industry. It’s an industry that is
not restricted to catwalks and glamour, but relies on a
broader healthy system to cultivate its success.

Soverign
Capacity

Figure 1 The textile industry has been shaped by
social, political, environmental and economic factors and sits
at the heart of broader, wider reaching systemic challenges.

• Employment:
Did you know that the current typical pathway
for an Australian fashion design student is from
tertiary education to a career in retail? There
are thousands of skilled labour opportunities for
Australians working in textiles that are currently
untapped. Did you know that the average local
manufacturer is close to retirement with no
succession plan and this leaves designers and
brands very vulnerable? Did you know there is a
local skills shortage of the craft of making clothes?
There are myriad untapped opportunities for
employment – especially for willing young people
and migrants seeking upskilling opportunities.

“The makers will retire soon, it’s a natural
course of progression. There’s been no
investment, no young kids to pass the business
on to… because they don’t want them to do
it or the kids don’t want to do it. That will be
terrible for the creative industry. These skills
and people are the untold story”

“The makers’ kids are doing law; they don’t want
their children taking over the business. There is no
hope in it for them. They are 60, there is 10 years left
in them and their skill. After that, is it dead?”

“We need to create a future where
it’s ok to be a manufacturer”

“There’s no where you can really go to learn about
this trade apart from education. We talk about the
lack of apprentices. We need to build a community
of educators or people wanting to participate
in the manufacturing industry”

“There needs to be Government and industry
supported pathways for trade students who
want to pursue a hands-on career in clothing
production, as well as assured job security
in those careers”

“People need an incentive via a Government
subsidy and support via laws and regulations”
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SECTION 1

• Education:

- order sizes, reducing waste

Is there a way to refocus on craftsmanship and the
practical and hard skills of tailoring and seamstress
skills, not just the business of design? This would
help change the perception of making in the
fashion industry. Education needs to focus on the
entire making process, the benefit of collaborative
relationships, and more aspirational career pathways.

“There is a place for hard skills. We can’t give
up on those aspects of training because it
gives you a better idea of how best to cut,
make and the outcome of the garment is better”
“Education is important - from an industry
perspective we need to foster the idea that
manufacturing is a career. How do we do that?
We need to celebrate the craft and we need to change
the idea of how we see these roles. All parts of
the supply chain need to be equalised, that is,
each step is given the respect it deserves”
“We need to look at education – new fabrics,
materials, training in the new technologies”
“It’s about attracting a new audience to trade,
engaging through education. Connecting industry,
education and manufacturing and understanding
where the next wave of skills is coming from…”

• Local manufacturing:
During the last three decades, local manufacturing
has become more difficult for local brands.
In theory, local manufacturing supports local
community, creates jobs, gives more transparency
to the production process, and allows both brands
and makers to collaborate more closely. It was widely
recognised that local manufacturing allows for
flexibility pertaining to:

- quality control
- the experience of true craftsmanship
- speed to market, avoiding lengthy delays
- flexibility of runs and order/stock control
- focusing on limited editions and sell out lines
or smaller runs that will be profitable
- more discerning buyers influencing supply
and demand
- more discerning to customer needs and wants
and product alignment.
However, with the exception of smaller, more
customised brands, local uniform manufacturing
and some Government procurement, less and
less businesses in Australia were able to keep
manufacturing on shore. This has happened all
around the world, not just in Australia, where mainly
China, alongside Bangladesh, India, Vietnam and
Thailand have become the “maker” countries.
It’s time to create a future where local brands adopt
right shoring, a realistic, commercially viable and
relevant mix of onshore and offshore production.

“Right shoring is about bringing back industry
to Australia that makes sense for us to bring back.
We don’t want to manufacture everything here.
It’s not feasible and we’ve got to do what we’re
good at and what makes sense”
“There are cost efficiencies now to local manufacturing
compared to offshoring inefficiencies (lead times,
minimum orders, freight, currency conversions)”
“It makes sense, China isn’t the cheapest
and most effective choice anymore”
“The beading is done in India – they are so skilled,
there is a history of this skill. We don’t have the craft
here so of course I go to India for that”
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SECTION 1

• Sovereign capacity:

• Technology and innovation:
Did you know 90% of the cotton grown onshore in
Australia is then sent offshore for spinning? Did you
know currently we can only produce very basic styles
in Australia? The lack of investment in technology
has forced designers and brands to work offshore
despite their desire to make locally. There is room for
significant improvement but first, we need to identify
what we do well and to then harness and grow that
strength on a local and global scale.

“I don’t want lack of capability here to limit
my creativity…I don’t want my idea limited
because it can’t be made here due to lack of
infrastructure, machinery and skill”
“We need more manufacturers. The overall industry
here is dated and stuck in the past, it hasn’t
advanced due to a lack of investment in training
and machinery. It’s very unsettling. The high tech
operations and efficiencies are in China and India”
“We can’t do shirring, smocking, picot edge
finishing or the politically incorrect stitch of
faggoting here in Australia. These are essential
finishes for well-made tops and dresses and
without access to these types of treatments
product is not as polished”
“We need to have a full array of machinery and
skilled workers to meet global standards. We find
more complex processes and finishes can’t be done
locally. For example, from laser cutting scuba fabric to
proper suiting buttonholes, the needs do go on and on”
“We need quick investment in high end spinning
machinery for our cotton and wool. From an
origin of production perspective, you need to
have the yarn spun in Australia to export. This
needs immediate focus and attention. It’s crazy”

Can we be less reliant on China and build our
onshore and export capacity? Did you know
Landline1 recently reported that it’s cheaper to scour
wool here rather than in China? Can we potentially
embrace centuries of local Indigenous wisdom in
relation to regeneration and craftsmanship?

“Anyone still manufacturing here cares about
local jobs. If profit was their first imperative,
they would be offshore”
“Government buyers should be required
to take into account for more local jobs,
cash returning to the local community,
more local tax paid. We need a way to make
a fair comparison of local versus imported”
“We are blessed with both space, and great
science and research capability, we have spent
decades optimising our understanding of
plants, and how they grow in order to progress
our agricultural sector, food and fibre. We can
benefit from this and our awakened awareness
of the rich heritage and knowledge of our
indigineous nations to potentially harness the
natural advantages and capabilities we’ve been
gifted, but are yet to notice fully. We shouldn’t
be scared to take a global lead”
“We need to position Australian fashion as a brand.
We’re known for our meat, steel, country and
tourism. Australian fashion has a place in the world
right now because we’re small, we’re agile and we
have great characteristics – people love Australians.
We can use that! The Danes have done this with
their furniture and clothing. There’s a market for the
light heartedness of the Australian fashion industry
– we do this in our film, music and sport.”

1 Landline, https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-06-28/farmers-pushfor-wool-processing-manufacturing-in-australia/12391394
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SECTION 1

• Supply chains:

• Agriculture:
Did you know that polyester and synthetics have
grown at a much faster rate than natural fibres and
this hurts the environment? Can we do better at
leveraging opportunities to expand raw materials,
and natural fibres, such as cotton and wool?

Can we ensure local supply chains are aligned
with UN Sustainability goals focused on people
and planet?

“Indigenous design is the important jewel
in the crown from an art, creativity and
storytelling perspective. What can we learn
from the culture and how can we incorporate
this into the fashion industry?”

“It’s about responsible innovation along
whole supply chain, its commercial viability
and a responsibility by business and a
responsibility by consumers”

“Brands have a responsibility. They control what
they put on the shelf and on this earth. It’s about
reusing what we have already on the earth…”
“If we look at what we make in Australia - we
make wool products, we make a lot of knits,
there’s a little bit of a denim industry here, but
we don’t make any denim. There are gaps that
could really support the industry if we were to
focus on fixing them and filling the holes”

The answer
to all these
questions is a
resounding, yes.

“Onshore processing talks to our responsible
sourcing of raw materials, we at least
know where it is in the supply chain”
“Doing sustainability well is about leadership
not just following the crowd, rather it’s about
researching and declaring the genuinely best
choices and messaging that it’s complex”

Whilst the Australian fashion industry has
been overlooked in the past, COVID-19
demands a reset and together we can
work towards a healthier and thriving
multi-billion dollar clothing and textiles
industry creating better outcomes for
Australia across multiple sectors. The
clothing and textiles industry needs
urgent attention and solutions.
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“COVID-19 is a 100%
catalyst for change and
a total reset but we cannot
do it alone - long term
commitment and loyalty
is needed. International
borders are not opening
quickly. Will everyone go
back to normal or are we
here to make a difference?
Going back to normal is
not the answer”
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SECTION 2

Imagining what is needed
to support a thriving clothing
and textiles industry in a
COVID Normal world
At the outset it became evident that in
order to develop potential solutions, there
were key questions to be asked of the
clothing and textiles industry:
• What characterises our industry?

Connectivity is key to a reinvented ecosystem, but
in order to achieve a connected, circular ecosystem
it is vital that we understand and appreciate the
Australian context and what our areas of expertise
and areas of focus to forge a more sustainable
pathway ahead.

• What are our areas of excellence?
While a myriad options, it became evident that a
more value centric, circular and connected system is
crucial to reinvent the industry.

“Let’s start fresh. Let’s move away from the
time issue and just making money mindset,
so we can get out of this loop. We need to
go back to values beyond money”
“Small independent enterprise, small more
sustainable scale production. What do we need
to protect, support, push further?”
“We can’t do everything, so what is it that
we want to do? What is the model that would
work for us given the Australia context?”

“Bring together brands that want
to work together to produce onshore,
create a neutral platform with unified
leadership and a shared vision”

Our pathway to recovery and linking areas of focus
together demands a three-pronged approach where
change is required by industry, designers/brands and
manufacturers and consumers.
While this approach does not highlight a new idea
or all ideas, it does tie together united themes. As
mentioned above, participants consistently shared the
same problems within the industry and it’s important
to understand these problems in order to address
some of the solutions.

“What is relevant to us culturally, geographically,
socially? What is it that we want to be known for?”
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Reimagining a Thriving Clothing and Textile Industry
THE DREAM TEAM

INDUSTRY
Build pathways

GOVT
Trade, Agriculture,
Innovation/Tech

GLOBAL
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ENQUIRY
Scandinavia
Italy
Turkey
Vietnam
NY

5 GAME CHANGERS
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Tax incentives for producing onshore
Subsidies for innovation and development
Create opportunities for freelance employment

EDUCATORS
RMIT, Kangan,
Private
BIG RETAIL
David Jones,
Country Road

Legislation

2

Agriculture

BUILD OUR NATURAL FIBRES
Strengthen onshore
– wool, cotton

ETHICAL CLOTHING
AUSTRALIA
UNION
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farming practices

AUSTRALIAN
FASHION COUNCIL
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REPRESENTATION
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Procurement Gateway & Alliances
Increase onshore commitment and streamline
procurement procedures
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Responsible
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SECTION 2

The following section outlines in detail the
previous mapping, starting with Industry.
INDUSTRY

Global appreciative enquiry
The current climate signals the need for an
appreciative enquiry into what works well in other
countries where local manufacturing works. It is vital
that we learn from the global industry leadership.
Interviewees referenced the following countries as
demonstrating leading industry practice:
• Vietnam – building capacity in local manufacturing
and textiles making
• United Kingdom - leading retail models including
5 Carlos Place, Matches/Selfridges
• Scandinavia – purpose driven, leaders in circular
economy principles
• Finland – first textile recycling plant
• Denmark – world class design and makers as artisans
• Netherlands – purpose driven, leaders in circular
economy principles
• Italy – leading retail model Corso Como and artisan
manufacturing areas
• Turkey - sustainable denim production practices

“I went to New York and worked with a designer
who produced everything locally. Every kind of
business was on the same street. It was just so
transparent. It was amazing being able to speak
to the people who are making the clothes, the
pattern maker, the people selling the buttons,
the embroiderer. Everyone was in the same area,
which I just loved”
“We need to create our own model.
And ask ourselves what is our industry,
and scale ourselves geographically”
“There’s certain places known for certain
things, pockets of specialty manufacturing Japanese weaving for denims, LA for cut, sew,
manufacturing of basics, Italy for specialty
knit, and tailoring, shoemaking and leather
work. There are little pockets in Australia that
people don’t even know about that spin heavier
gauge yarn for really wonderful handcrafts and
homewares, all locally, but it’s very micro”

• New York – rebirth of the Making District in NY
• Digital initiatives - Showroom X and Ordre.

Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry: A Victorian Perspective
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1. Improved Legislation

THE DREAM TEAM

We need to gather and empower a Dream Team
to reverse engineer a 10-30 year plan for the
industry. Who do we seat at the table? Participants
recommended this team include:
• State and Federal Government - support industry with
a long-term commitment across multiple sectors
including trade, agriculture, innovation and tech.
• Unions and Ethical Clothing Australia (ECA) –
help create frameworks that are fair to all people –
workers and brands alike.
• Educators - are at the coal face of teaching young
people and addressing climate change demands
while also refocusing on both craftsmanship and
design. They best understand the entire making
process, people, livelihoods and purpose/reason to
exist. This includes RMIT and Kangan Institute. We
need to bring the scientists from CSIRO, Deakin’s
Institute for Frontier Materials (IFM), the Monash
Sustainable Development Institute (MSDI), UTS and
QUT to the table as the future of agriculture and
material innovation is key to solving this problem.
• Big Retail brands – commit to supporting local and
ethical manufacturing.
• Indigenous Representation – There is a need to
collaborate with Indigenous Fashion Project, part of
DAAF (Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair Foundation) and
First Nations Fashion + Design to work together on
strategic direction, and priorities for recognising and
valuing past, present and future indigenous
contributions in the clothing and textiles industry.
• Investors – Australians want to buy locally, and this
demand can create a supply. The clothing
and textiles industry needs an investment of funds
into machinery and skilled labour. These funds are
likely to stem from Federal and State Government in
combination with astute business investors and
philanthropists with a shared vision for a thriving
Australian industry e.g. Andrew Forrest taking on RM
Williams brand manufacturing in Adelaide.
5 GAME CHANGERS

The general consensus was that the Textiles Dream
Team needs to focus on five key initiatives or game
changers that would reinvigorate the local clothing
and textiles industry.

Introduce incentives to produce onshore and to create
economies of scale for employers and employees alike.
2. Support Agriculture by investing in onshore
processing and circular economy ideals
Imagine a future where we strengthen our progressive
natural fibre assets by expanding our cotton and
wool processing resources. We invest in responsible
innovation and technology and support farmers towards
regenerative agricultural practices. This approach will
enable us to continue to build a strong industry locally
and to compete on an international stage.
3. Procurement and Alliances
Imagine a future where Australians were proud that
100% of the business of making uniforms for national
sporting teams, emergency services, defence were all
Australian made.
Imagine a future where we have a long term
production commitment that restores confidence to
build on and grow our existing capabilities.
4. Build a trusted and respected manufacturing
model as a trusted resource
Imagine if there a was a central Hub called ‘THE MAKE’
where designers and brands could go for state-of-theart garment production facilities, skilled labour and
production management of garments. THE MAKE
could feature a MAKERS ROW in the CBD which
houses designers, both emerging and established, to
work together on the craftsmanship of fashion design
and production. Imagine a Saville Row in the city that
celebrates designers and makers as the luxury atelier
brand like Chanel and Dior. It would inspire consumers
and young people and migrants drawn to work in the
industry. THE MAKE could feature a series of regional hubs
for mass orders encouraging regional employment.
THE MAKE would also feature a Business Advisory
in the CBD for upcoming designers/brands and
manufacturers that ensured they were set up for
success from the outset. THE MAKE could also feature
a recycle plant that collects Victoria’s textile waste
to ensure an end of life circular economy.
THE MAKE could be underwritten by Local, State
and Federal Government procurement initiatives.
5. Educating consumers
Imagine a future where Australian consumers truly
understand design, fair trade and craftsmanship.

Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry: A Victorian Perspective
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“If you’re building a house you can commission
expertise, eg, an architect or builder to assist.
If you’re building a brand, you can’t
commission an architect (pattern maker) or
a builder (maker/seamstress), you have to
employ them for a minimum of 20 hours
a week. It doesn’t make sense”
“We need to think about textiles. Textiles
are undercooked – raw materials, end product.
Garment lifecycles… What textile areas are needed
for the future? Aerospace? Uniforms?”
“We shouldn’t try to compete where labour is cheap.
We need to become innovative and tech experts for
good quality jobs, where there is opportunity in
craftsmanship. Is it regional clusters? Textiles?
What are our three big areas? ”
“Bringing in technology will make
a huge difference”
“There is a lack of infrastructure, no recycling
stations, no end of life solutions. We need
to fix the end, not just the beginning.
We need to become self-sufficient”
“If we were able to access equipment and
technology that allowed us to produce in smaller
batches, it would be so much smarter, there’d be
way more ability to innovate and come up with
interesting new things, rather than being held
back by the fact you have to produce volume in
order to do anything different”
“We need farmers, producers, educators, industry
leaders et al to come together to build a framework
for the growth and longevity of the industry”
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DESIGNERS, BRANDS & MANUFACTURERS

Offshoring is not dirty and completely on shoring is
not the answer, that is impossible.
The key for designers and brands’ ongoing success lies
in the balance of economies of scale and importantly
in relationship management and transparency
regarding traceability, transparency, quality control,
and quality of production.
There are myriad opportunities for designers, brands
and manufacturers to seize in ensuring a more thriving
industry. These include:
• Right-shoring refers to locating a business’s
manufacturing operations in localities and
countries that provide the best combination of
cost and efficiency. The advantages of offshoring
are eroding, which is leading to more companies
bringing manufacturing operations closer to home.
It was clear in the research that designers and
brands are right shoring and that this is the future
of manufacturing as Australian cannot compete in
some areas of manufacturing. We need to learn to
collaborate with each other as we’re too reliant on
global supply chain.
• Align collections closer to the season, reducing
continual sales.
• Adopt a pre-order or subscription model and/or
sell out model to ensure lack of wastage.

“
“It’s an amazing time to be a designer –
it’s a great time for a rebirth as this pandemic
is changing everything for everybody,
every system and every paradigm is
being turned upside down”
“In its simplest form, small run local production
would allow us to trial new fits or styles on the local
market, before committing to larger offshore volume,
which reduces our risk in market and in doing so,
prevents over purchasing and dead stock flowing into
the marketplace”
“It’s always got to be with integrity. It’s all about
the timing, always about doing something small
and letting it grow and evolve. It’s having the
right intent and working with the right partners.
That’s what it always is about, we’re not the
experts, we need expertise around this to really
help us navigate this path forward for ourselves”
“Imagine a future where Australian consumers truly
understand the value chain and the importance of
design, fair trade and craftsmanship”

• Share stories on value chain and garment
making process.

Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry: A Victorian Perspective
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CONSUMERS

Industry, designers/brands, manufacturers and
consumers need to take collective responsibility.
There is a growing global trend towards conscious
consumerism which involves a shift in mindset.
In the fashion industry this would mean a greater
consumer focus on sustainability, ethical production,
smaller footprint and less waste. It calls for further
engagement with the consumer and with the
production process.
Consumers can focus on:
• Appreciation for garment making and craftsmanship
• Understanding their purchase power
e.g. choosing to buy Australian
• Understanding their avenues for recycling
• Building the pathways for reuse – sell online,
give to charity
• Encouraging repurposing and repair
• Consider new business models e.g. rental and
making on demand.
There needs to be more awareness of the garment
journey and the customer needs to become the
custodian of product through its lifecycle. Investment
into a creative and streamlined public awareness
campaign would have a positive impact.

“Consumers are wanting more connection
to the process, to the garment, to the brand”
“We need a new model of practice – minimum
quantity orders, 3 weeks to wait, pre order. We live in
an instant gratification world and wait for garment
or pay a 30% increase to have it made immediately.
This would be a great model that would alleviate over
production, discounting... the race to the bottom”
“We need to help the industry grow and thrive
and get people to buy less. We need to consume
better. In the 1960s, 20% of income was spent
on clothing, now it’s 3% but we own 60% more
clothing than in the1960s. Garments were
something you were proud of then– rather
than just gathered landfill”
“Our customers are becoming conscious and
inquisitive about everything from fabrics to
production. This keeps us accountable for decisions
we make from start to finish in producing a garment”

Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry: A Victorian Perspective
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“The industry needs to be
about personal connection,
supporting local, and a high
level of personalisation.
It’s about building loyalty
with customers, the opposite
of fast fashion”

Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry: A Victorian Perspective
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How do we make this happen…
what if ?
Government interest in this sector is
essential for positive impact and change.

“Imagine if 20% of offshore manufactured
Government product moved back to Australia.
Iit would make a huge impact to the local
manufacturing industry”
“We need to work together. When you consolidate,
the costs go down. There is no true cost analysis
and we need some security around Government
work as we’re just working from job to job. Without
certainty, it’s hard to invest in the future. There is an
opportunity to automate and leverage technology
to make the industry thrive for the future”

We need to immediately start at grass roots to build
connections between big retail and manufacturers
from which capability, volume and complexity of
design will develop and in turn demand more skilled
labour and advanced machinery.

It is essential to open up education and employment
opportunities through a change of legislation and
awareness of rights, allowing a freelance element of
pattern makers, cutters, and seamstresses. A system
where we collaborate and work together towards a
more efficient, effective, aspirational and contemporary
way of working. One that accommodates flexible
working arrangements, inspiring working conditions
and workplaces, and empowers designers, brands
and manufacturers to fulfil their business visions.

“We need to make space for everyone,
the large fast fashion corporates, the smaller
bespoke atelier. Support needs to be given
for all business sizes and models”
“We have an ageing workforce and an inflexible
system that does not fit the natural shape of
the fashion industry. We need it to reflect how
the gig economy works”

“COVID is a 100% catalyst for change and a
total reset but we cannot do it alone - a longterm commitment and loyalty is needed”
“The volume is not in the fashion brands – it’s the big
users – defence, emergency services, police, health care
professionals, fire, mining, uniforms – corporate such
as Australia Post, Coles. We should do it all here”
“Our brand would be more than happy
to pilot a program. As long as we’ve got
the right set up from a knitting perspective
and a cut make perspective... that would
make a wonderful story.”
Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry: A Victorian Perspective
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While we’re starting to build capacity and trust with
brands and manufacturers, there is an opportunity to
further explore the processing and end-of-life side of
clothing and textiles with a circular economy approach.

We know that the consumer is seeking traceability
transparency and responsibility, so it feels timely
to connect consumers with the brands’ processes
and stories.

Regenerative and holistic farming is a big part of
the solution. A strategy for the role of raw materials
is crucial, including reviewing a business case for
returning precision processing and spinning of cotton
and wool here. This research will require liaising with
Australian Wool Innovation (AWI), Cotton Australia,
fibre technologists and processors to understand
further opportunities.

Meanwhile, it is essential to understand how we
want to position ourselves because only then we can
determine the most fertile areas to further explore.

“Change has to come from the ground
up, through a new lens of sustainability
and resource efficiency towards a circular,
regenerative model that benefits all within and
does not destroy those without”
“It’s incredible to think about the cost of the baling
of all of the wool and cotton which gets shipped over
and then it gets shipped back. Onshore processing talks
to our responsible sourcing of raw materials, we at
least know where it is in the supply chain. We have to
get the fibres DNA tested because we just don’t know
what happens once it gets over to China”
“We don’t have much legacy industry here so
we can leap-frog to a circular system”

“We need a tangible proven product that
Australia can use as a hook, we need to be more
active in what we are good at, and understand
what we are trying to achieve as an industry”
“Australian design is good enough but there is not the
exposure, we don’t have the heritage and history of
high-end designers like Gucci and Prada. It’s a
scale thing…a demand and market size issue”

In summary, the bigger picture next steps include:
• Forging a long term commitment from Government
and industry for the next 10 years to develop the
TCF industry
• Engaging a tri-sector approach to investment
via Government, corporate and philanthropists/
investors
• Encouraging investment into a 10 year plan
that builds on what we do well
• Alignment with agricultural innovation, advanced
manufacturing and a circular economy approach
• Working with Government to facilitate a
commitment to onshore procurement providing
a baseline for industry investment
• Assisting build brand commitment with a
percentage of manufacturing onshore
• Building media support and consumer awareness
of all of the above.

Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry: A Victorian Perspective
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Conclusion
This research provides a mapping of
where the Clothing and Textile Industry
sits in relation to the economic, social,
environmental and political factors it has
been shaped by.
Our findings potentially raise more questions than
answers. Exploration and further research into
indigenous leadership, involvement and pathways
being forged in the clothing and textiles industry is
essential and highly recommended. There is now a
pressing need to delve deeper into the priority areas
to fully flesh out the commercial viability of such
pathways and ideas.
We acknowledge the historic and present complexity
of the industry and that the pathways are not
straightforward. This research simply acts as a
springboard to assist industry prioritise areas of
focus, to forge collaboration and to fuel a more
unified approach to overcoming the challenges and
rising to the opportunities that the industry faces.
There is potential for a thriving industry that would
have positive impacts on the social and economic
fabric of our nation, but it requires a unified vision.
We are blessed with both space, and great science
and research capability, and we have spent decades
optimising our understanding in order to progress
our agricultural sectors.
Now is the time to benefit from this and our
awakened awareness of the rich heritage and
knowledge of our Indigenous nations to harness
the natural advantages and capabilities we’ve
been gifted. Match this with our knowledge on
regenerated fibres, and feedstocks for building
materials, and we have a new, renewable ecosystem
for essential materials at our feet.

“Dream with ambition.
Lead with conviction.
See yourselves in a way
that others may not.
And know we will applaud
you every step of the way.
Be loyal, honest and prepared.
Now is when the real
work begins.
Let’s heal.
It will not be easy,
but we are ready.”
Kamala Harris
US Vice President-elect

A thriving local industry can sit alongside global
manufacturing. It’s about how we create a new
improved industry for the future.
In closing, excerpts of the recent victory speech of
America’s first vice president, Kamala Harris, also
reflect our findings and are surprisingly poignant for
the Australian collective who seek prosperity for the
local fashion manufacturing industry.
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APPENDIX A

11 September 2020
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx

Dear xxxxx,
I am delighted to share I have received a grant from Creative Victoria to undertake research with
Sanna Conquest and Clare Miles on behalf of my consulting business, amme.
The research explores:
What does local fashion manufacturing look like in Victoria and what is needed to support a thriving
industry in a COVID-19 world?
We are exploring insights from approximately 25 designers, manufacturers and thought leaders within
Victoria via in-depth interviews with the intention of the results being presented as part of a panel
discussion at Melbourne Fashion Week this year.
We have engaged with the Australian Fashion Council and Ethical Clothing Australia about our focus
and are genuinely excited about this body of work and hopeful it can contribute to positive
conversation, and hopefully change within the industry.
As an experienced Melbourne fashion industry identity, we would welcome the opportunity to interview
you over a 30-45 minute Zoom meeting to address 10 questions together.
As part of our research we will list the interviewees with all responses being bundled anonymously to
ensure that interviewees are comfortable speaking freely about the subject. We will also give you an
opportunity to review the report prior to it being made public and are open to you withdrawing your
name from it prior to sharing if this is your preference. However, we hope this will not be the case.
In summary, we are seeking:
1. Email confirmation you are happy to be interviewed during the next two weeks;
2. A 45 minute time slot to interview you before 30 September 2020 via Zoom; and
3. Confirmation you are happy with your name being listed as an interviewee within the report
prior to publishing
Please find attached the list of questions for your review.
We welcome your response.
Warm regards

Alida Milani
Director

Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry: A Victorian Perspective
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Reimagining the Local Fashion Manufacturing Industry
What does local fashion manufacturing look like in Victoria and what is needed to support a
thriving industry here in a COVID-19 world?

Can you spend a couple of minutes telling us about your background and expertise in the
local fashion manufacturing industry.
1. What three things works well in local manufacturing at the moment from your
perspective?
2. What stands in the way of success for local manufacturing? What’s missing?
3. What impact has COVID-19 had on your perspective on the state of the industry?
4. Does local manufacturing form part of your future strategy? If yes, please explain. If no,
why not?
5. If you had a magic wand what 3 things would you like to see happen to make local
manufacturing part of your strategy?
6. Are you finding your customers placing more importance on sustainability? How is this
influencing your business decisions?
7. Have you come across the term right shoring? What does it mean to you?
8. Are there local or global models that we can learn from?
9. Who do we need to bring to the table to encourage local manufacturing?
10. Do you have any other comments you would like to make?
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